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Saving Nitrate Films 
"Captain Nitrate: Short (?) Cuts" is an excellent and standalone graphic

novel, that deserves the attention of both general readers and critics. In all of
its elements, it overshadows previous issues of this saga. The artist, Aleksandar
Sotirovski, apparently did not have much space to maneuver in. Characters,
like in any serial, are already fixed: the main character's alter ego, Vatroslav Vos-
tok, as any superhero double identity, is visually predetermined. Vostok's secret
double, the supernaturally endowed Captain Nitrate, a fiery nitrate film mes-
siah, from the first issue is defined as a white "mummy" wrapped in black nitrate
film pellicles. Still, one of the graphic and intellectual depths of this comic is
that Vostok/Captain's image is - black and white. He is a character who does
not physiologically belong to his full color world, even if he exists in it. 

Script writer, Borislav Stanojević, wrote a comic that, in its consistency with
sophisticated graphic manner of Sotirovski, is contained within three "L" word
checkpoints: Lucid, Lavish, and Lunatic. Authors made every effort count in
making an enviable, philosophical, esthetically artistic comics book. Led by
Stanojevic's crafty hand, the main character finds out that he's almost unaware
of his own strength and powers, and consequently, of the role he is to take in
changing the world. So, Captain Nitrate speeds up in a classic and generally suc-
cessful matrix: the quest of one's own individuality - the quest of identity. The
depth of Captain Nitrate is in reaching for his own limits and potential, not in
trashing the bad guys. What values does Captain Nitrate stands for... or fights
against, we may ask? At first, he fights the destruction of nitrate films. But, that
fights is far from simple, for there is a hidden plot that drives this annihilation.
Captain Nitrate actually defends global (and national) heritage, cultural and
historical, human memory embedded in these pellicles. While the energy re-
leased from the destruction of these old films generates cosmic levels of power

to a select few, a class of ru -
lers of the World, led by a
mys  terious character hidden
under the golden theatrical
mask of Comedy. Oblitera-
tion of old inflammable films
would destroy their exclu-
sive and original memories
of Chaplin, Keaton, or Mae
West, but also of Hitler and
other similar "playboys", or
little "mushrooms" over Hi-
roshima and Nagasaki, and
"mannequins" of Auschwitz. 

Captain Nitrate and Troll Remote
- illustration by Siniša Radović
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That's the point where the author leaves us with a dilemma: is it that nitrate
pellicle is physically potent cosmic energy fuel, or the real danger rests in its
contents? The question imposes itself: is it possible to control the contents of
film and who is capable of such control? And all this in a moment when the His-
tory of the World is in danger of a revision of unparalleled proportions! As such
warning alarms in “Short (?) Cuts” should be understood the appearances of
famous film monsters, King Kong, Godzilla and Fafner, but even more of cel-
luloid criminal masterminds, Fantomas, Fu Manchu and Dr Mabuse - charac-
ters that have escaped from the movie screen reality to a comic-book one. The
reader is invited to best solve these riddles himself, for, as Gide used to say:
"Works of art always mean more than was the author's intention". 

But on a personal level, I must take this opportunity to point out the things
I like best in “Short Cuts”: it is, above all, its coloring. Every drawing, every
picture has its own depth, its own hue. This is no easy graphic novel to tint. It's
no Dylan Dog, with his eternal red shirt, black jacket and blue jeans. The wealth
of this comic book is introduction of color dimension brought to perfection:
form of every shot, but also of every panel, is treated as film color photography
through its historical progression, from its hand painted beginnings of Melies,
to its most recent digital exhibitions. This treatment was driven by strict script
requests: the artist's main task was to mimic a movie theater projection within
comic book means. Sotirovski went to such pains to recreate the tiny vertical
physical scratches, "flashes", visible by a vigilant eye, looking like film pellicle
damage made by film projection apparatus. In 2007, in "Grind House" the
movie duology by Tarantino and Rodriguez, such formal picture mastery was
last seen. But in the world of comics, this is a groundbreaking effort.

Todor Jovčevski, 
writer, editor and critic
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Captain Nitrate
illustration by Jovan Ukropina
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“Fairy Tales are more than true; not because they tell us that dragons exist,
but because they tell us that dragons can be beaten.”

(G. K. Chesterton)

“Just gonna stand there/ And watch me burn/ 
But that’s alright/ 
Because I like/ The way it hurts” 

(Eminem ft. Rhianna)
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